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Context
• Today’s consumers are more knowledgeable

and more discerning when it comes to the
food and beverage products they buy.

• As a result, it’s no longer enough for a
company to pay “lip-service” to nutritional
claims or social responsibility issues…

• It looks like consumers are using their buying
power, not only to improve their health, but
also to push for good, driving growth in
brands who can prove they use everything
“clean” i.e., packaging and responsibly
sourced ingredients



HPW has embraced this challenge and seen this era 
as customers wanting “GREATER TRANSPARENCY” and 
therefore combined information on our strong 
nutritious products and compelling brand stories on 
our packaging materials.

HPW Fresh & Dry Ltd. was founded in 2011 in the middle 
of the fruit fields of rural Adeiso, Ghana. 

Today we are the largest producer of naturally dried 
fruit snacks in West Africa, processing over 30,000 tons 
of fresh fruit and exporting 2,700 tons of dried fruit 
using environmentally friendly and sustainable 
models.



Our Markets



Our Packaging 
design and labelling 

In general, nutritional labelling
requirements are dictated by
destination countries (EU, US, etc).

Our quality systems ensure we
design and approve packaging
with nutritional information being
a core focus to meet conformity
requirements.

Nutritional information's from
research in accredited
laboratories.



Competitive edge

We have gone a step further to 
tell brand stories… 
To give consumers more insight 
into the product they are eating 
and their origins… 

Designing packaging this way 
increased our retail range sales 
by 70%.



more stories>>sustainability





Proof of 
quality claims

Nutritional and food safety  



Problems encountered 

• Even though we have had no major challenges with
nutritional labelling, we still want to go a step further to
convince even sceptical customers and regulators.

• Using near field communication methods like QR codes,
consumers can scan retail product packs to get more
info about a product origins, sustainable production
methods and renewable energy and more brand
stories…

• We believe not only does transparency help win
customers, it also limits the impact of product recalls for
unsafe ingredients.
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The OECD-COLEACP Fruits and Vegetables Industry Series focuses on market access conditions and 
opportunities for the fruit and vegetable sector, especially for fruit and vegetables producers and 

exporters from ACP-countries. This activity is supported by the Fit For Market SPS programme, 
implemented by COLEACP within the Framework of Development Cooperation between the 

Organisation of African, Caribbean and Pacific States (OACPS) and the European Union.


